
Graphic   Fiction   

Part   One:   Origins   
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Introduction   
“I   don’t   remember   when   exactly   I   read   my   first   comic   book,   but   I   do   
remember   exactly   how   liberated   and   subversive   I   felt   as   a   result.   
Everything   about   the   enticing   book   of   colored   pictures,   but   specially   
its   untidy,   sprawling   format,   the   colorful   riotous   extravagance   of   its   
pictures,   the   unrestrained   passage   between   what   the   characters   
thought   and   said,   the   exotic   creatures   and   adventures   reported   and   
depicted:   all   this   made   up   for   a   hugely   wonderful   thrill,   entirely   unlike   
anything   I   had   hitherto   known   or   experienced.”   

Edward   W   Said   in   Joe   Sacco,    Palestine    (2003).   

‘Comics’   is   the   umbrella   term   for   a   vast   range   of   different   combinations   of   writing   
and   image-making.   This   range   of   forms   and   styles   includes   joke   or   ‘gag’   cartoons,   
which   are   usually   humorous,   quite   simply   drawn   and   most   commonly   found   in   
newspapers   or   in   publications   aimed   at   children.   It   also   includes   famous   daily   
newspaper   comic   strips   like   Charles   Schulz’s    ‘Peanuts ’,   and   monthly   comic   books   
that   tell   stories   of   fantastical   superhero   characters   like    Superman    and    Spider-Man ,   
which   are   mainly   published   in   America.   And   there   are   also   graphic   novels,   which   
are   longer   form   stories   that   might   tell   stories   about   superheroes,   but   could   also   
be   stories   told   in   different   genres   and   styles   like   science-fiction,   horror   and   
fantasy,   or   stories   about   the   real   world,   history,   biographies   of   sportspeople,   
celebrities   and   politicians,   or   even   the   everyday   lives   of   the   story’s   creators   
themselves.   Graphic   novels   are   increasingly   global,   and   books   from   every  
country   and   continent   can   be   found   in   specialist   comic   shops,   high   street   
bookshops   and   online.   There   are   also   many   other   short   and   long-form   stories   
published   in   different   sizes   and   styles   that   use   subtly   different   ways   of   
combining   words   and   pictures.   

All   of   these   formats   and   styles   will   be   the   subject   of   exercises   and   assignments   in   
this   course   and   will   be   examined   in   detail   in   this   unit.   In   recent   years   comics   have   
also   been   applied   to   various   disciplines   like   medicine,   education   and   journalism   
to   incorporate   visual   content   to   help   describe   objects   or   experiences   that   are   
hard   to   communicate   in   words   alone.   
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PJ   Crook,    Comic   Strip    (n.d)   Bridgeman   Images.   

So   comics   exist   in   many   places   and   in   many   different   forms,   from   joke   cartoons   
through   to   multi-part   graphic   novel   sagas.   For   the   same   reason,   there   are   
different   types   of   audiences   for   comics.   Young   children   still   enjoy   reading   
illustrated   adventures,   fairy   tales   and   stories   about   cuddly   animals   or   wizards   
bought   for   them   by   their   parents.   Adolescents   and   teenagers   read   superhero,   
horror   comics   and   Japanese   manga   stories   bought   from   comic   shops,   while   
more   adult   audiences   read   all   these   as   well   as   more   complex   and   varied   types   of   
story   bought   from   graphic   novels   sections   in   bookshops   or   borrowed   from   
libraries.   

Comics,   cartoons   and   graphic   novels   are   distinct   from   other   creative   forms   like   
writing   and   illustration.   Unlike   text-only   story   forms   like   novels   or   poems,   in   
comics   the   pictures   or   visual   element   is   responsible   for   communicating   
information   like   the   place   where   the   action   is   happening,   or   the   facial   
expressions   of   characters,   or   the   physical   actions   taking   place.   And   unlike   single   
illustrations,   photographs   or   paintings,   where   the   visual   information   alone   
documents   an   event   or   tells   a   story,   the   words   or   text   in   comics   are   
communicating   other   parts   of   the   story   that   the   pictures   cannot,   like   descriptions   
of   unseen   scenarios   or   characters’   inner   thoughts   or   motivations.   It   is   this   
interaction   and   interrelationship   of   words   and   pictures,   or   text   and   images,   that   
comprises   and   defines   comics.   
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Project   1:    The   History   of   Comics   
In   recent   years   comics   historians   have   attempted   to   define   precisely   when   and   
where   comics   began.   There   have   been   arguments   that   Egyptian   hieroglyphics  
are   a   form   of   comics   because   they   use   pictures   as   a   kind   of   writing.   Other   critics   
have   pointed   to   historical   artefacts   like   the    Bayeux   Tapestry    or   medieval   
illuminated   manuscripts   as   being   early   forms   of   comics.   While   this   is   
thought-provoking,   comics   as   we   know   and   recognize   them   as   a   method   of   
putting   words   and   pictures   put   together   in   print   to   tell   stories   have   really   
developed   in   a   series   of   stages   throughout   the   last   150   years.     

Cartoons   as   we   know   them   today   originated   in   the   pages   of   British   humour   
magazine    Punch    in   the   Victorian   era.   The   word   ‘cartoon’   derives   from   the   Italian   
word   ‘cartone’   meaning   ‘card’,   as   this   was   the   material   that   the   pictures   were   
originally   drawn   on.   The   very   first   drawing   to   be   described   as   a   ‘cartoon’   in   
English   was   published   in    Punch    Magazine   in   1843.   Drawn   by   artist   John   Leech,   it   
shows   a   group   of   bedraggled   looking   working-class   people   looking   at   paintings   in   
the   Houses   of   Parliament   with   the   caption    Substance   and   Shadow .     

John   Leech,    Substance   and   Shadow    [feat.   in    Punch    Magazine](1843)   
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Charles   H   Ross   &   Marie   Duval,    Ally   Sloper   Skating    (1902)   

The   first   British   comics   character   specifically   created   for   an   ongoing   series   is   Ally   
Sloper,   who   first   appeared   in   1867   in    Punch    magazine’s   companion   publication   
Judy .   Ally   Sloper   was   a   down-at-heel,   lower-class   good-for-nothing,   so-named   
because   he   sloped   down   alleys,   and   was   a   model   for   many   later   comic   layabout   
characters   like   Andy   Capp,   Dennis   the   Menace   and    Viz   Comic’s    Sid   the   Sexist.   
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Richard   F   Outcault,    Li   Hung   Chang   visits   Hogan's   Alley    (1896)  

Then   in   1896   an   American   newspaper   comic   strip   character   called    The   Yellow   Kid   
‘spoke’   for   the   first   time.   The   Yellow   Kid   was   a   shaven-headed   child   so-called   
because   he   wore   a   bright   yellow   nightshirt   in   an   otherwise   black   and   white   
newspaper.   He   was   created   by   Richard   F   Outcault   for   a   strip   called    Hogan’s   Alley   
which   was   set   in   the   slums   of   New   York   City.   The   Yellow   Kid’s   speech   initially   took   
the   form   of   statements   written   on   his   shirt,   but   as   the   strip   developed   it   
introduced   the   ‘speech   balloon’,   a   drawn   bubble   containing   words   with   a   
directional   ‘tail’   that   points   towards   the   speaker.   Although   Victorian   cartoonists   
had   used   an   earlier   form   of   speech   balloon   in   single   cartoons,   this   small   formal   
development   meant   that   characters   in   sequential   comic   strips   could   begin   to   
speak,   think,   and   actually   have   conversations   with   each   other.   Because   of   this,   
more   complex   stories   could   begin   to   be   told.   
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From   Leech’s   cartoon   to    Ally   Sloper    and    The   Yellow   Kid ,   through   to   many   later   
comic   tramp   characters   with   names   like    Happy   Hooligan    and    Weary   Willie    and   
Tired   Tim ,   we   can   see   that   from   the   very   beginning   comics   visually   represented   
the   poor,   the   lower   social   orders,   or   the   more   current   term   the   ‘underclass’.   

At   the   beginning   of   the   20 th    century   many   daily   newspapers   started   to   publish   
dedicated   comics   pages   which   were   made   up   of   horizontal   ‘tiers’   like   this,   a   
format   that   still   exists   in   tabloid   papers   like   ‘The   Sun’   and   the   ‘Daily   Mirror’   today.   
Famous   British   newspaper   strips   have   included    Andy   Capp    (another   
working-class   ‘layabout’   character),    Modesty   Blaise ,    Fred   Bassett ,    The   Gambols ,    The   
Perishers    and    Garth .   

A   typical   page   of   newspaper   comic   strips   from   the   ‘Daily   Mirror’   (c.   1960s)   
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Winsor   McCay,    Nemo   and   the   Mammoth    (1908)   Photo   ©   Selva.   
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As   well   as   these   black   and   white   daily   strips,   American   Sunday   newspapers   
contained   whole   supplement   sections   known   as   the   ‘Sunday   Funnies’,   where   
full-page   comic   strips   appeared   in   full   colour.   These   are   visually   closer   to   today’s   
mainstream   superhero   comics   and   graphic   novels   with   large,   spectacular   images   
and   high   production   values.   Examples   of   significant   American   newspaper   strips   
are   Winsor   McCay’s    Little   Nemo   in   Slumberland ,   George   Herriman’s    Krazy   Kat    and   
Harold   Gray’s    Little   Orphan   Annie .   By   the   1930s   these   newspaper   strips   began   to   
be   collected   and   cheaply   reprinted   in   anthologies   which   were   the   forerunner   of   
today’s   comic   books.   Not   long   after,   longer   original   stories   began   being   written   
and   drawn   specifically   for   these   new   anthologies.   These   told   many   different   
types   of   story,   from   jungle   adventure   stories   and   detective   serials   to   humorous   
‘funny   animal’   comics.   This   period   also   saw   the   first   appearance   of   superhero   
characters   like    Superman    (1938)   and    Batman    (1939),   together   with   other   
characters   that   are   still   well-known   today   like    Popeye ,    Dick   Tracy    and    Flash  
Gordon .   

[left]   Fleischer   Studios,    Adventures   of   Popeye    (1935)    
[right]   Chester   Gould,   Dick   Tracy   Comic   (c.1940s)   ©   The   Advertising   Archives.   

By   the   1950s   American   comic   books   were   telling   stories   in   many   styles   and   
genres,   from   romance   and   war   stories,   satirical   and   humour   comics   to   science   
fiction,   westerns   and   horror   stories.   By   this   point   comics   had   begun   to   be   
produced   by   teams   of   people   rather   than   just   a   writer   and   artist,   or   one   person   
producing   the   whole   story   alone.   These   teams   worked   in   large   offices   as   a   
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creative   production   line   known   as   a   ‘sweatshop’,   where   a   comic   would   be   written   
by   one   person   drawn   in   pencil   by   another   person.   Then   someone   else   would   
letter   the   comic,   which   meant   placing   and   writing   the   words   that   the   writer   had   
scripted   onto   the   penciled   pages.   Another   person   would   then   draw   over   the   
pencil   drawings   with   a   brush   or   pen   and   ink,   adding   solidity   and   density   to   the   
drawings,   and   then   another   person   would   colour   the   pictures   as   a   guide   for   the   
printer.   

As   the   1960s   began,   DC   Comics   were   publishing   the   monthly   adventures   of   
Superman ,    Batman    and    Wonder   Woman ,   while   a   new   company   called   Marvel   
Comics   also   began   to   specialise   in   superheroes.   Their   characters   included   a   
green   monster   called   the    Hulk ,   a   red   and   blue-costumed   teenage   boy   called   
Spider-Man ,   and   a   group   of   adventurers   called    The   Fantastic   Four .   These   were   
swiftly   followed   by   other   characters   like    The   X-Men ,    Thor    and    Iron   Man ,   and   these   
and   many   others   are   now   world-famous   through   the   Marvel   Studios   blockbuster   
films   of   the   21 st    century.   These   new,   more   modern-looking   superheroes   had   
everyday   adolescent   problems   like    Spider-man ,   or   were   bickering   families   like    The   
Fantastic   Four ,   and   these   stories   were   immensely   popular   among   teenage   and   
college-age   readers,   a   whole   new   audience   who   now   had   their   own   disposable   
income.   And   although   we   might   think   of   comics   as   appealing   to   and   read   mostly   
by   young   boys,   during   the   1950s   and   1960s   in   America   the   readership   was   fairly   
evenly   split   between   male   and   female!     

[left]   Cover   by   Jack   Kirby,    The   Avengers   No.16    (May   1965)   Marvel   Comics.   
[right]   Cover   by   Jack   Kirby   &   Steve   Ditko,    Amazing   Fantasy   No.   15    (September   1962)   
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In   America   the   audience   for   superhero   comics   expanded   in   the   1960s,   while   in   
Britain   comics   were   mostly   still   aimed   at   children   of   a   pre-school   or   primary   
school   age.   These   were   comics   like    Topper ,    The   Beano    and    The   Dandy    whose   
cartoon   characters   had   names   like    Lord   Snooty ,    Dennis   the   Menace ,    Desperate   Dan   
and    Minnie   the   Minx .   Stories   hardly   varied   from   week   to   week   and   mostly   
revolved   around   school,   particularly   how   to   disrupt   or   avoid   lessons   or   
homework   and   sneak   off   to   go   fishing   or   scrumping   for   apples   instead.   Later   
more   comics   were   published   for   older   boys   and   girls,   and   the   subject   matter   was   
very   gendered.   Boys’   comics   stories   were   mostly   adventure   stories   based   around   
war,   football,   magic   and   combat,   while   girls   stories   were   set   in   private   schools   
with   scary   matrons,   bullying   teachers   and   stuck-up   head   girls.     

[left]    The   Beano   comic    (24   January   1948)   Bridgeman   Images.   
[right]    June   and   School   Friend    (13th   January   1968)   ©   The   Advertising   Archives.   

However,   in   the   1980s   British   writers   like   Alan   Moore   and   Neil   Gaiman   and   
artists   like   Brian   Bolland   and   Dave   Gibbons   began   working   initially   for   British   
comic   ‘ 2000AD ’   and   subsequently   for   American   mainstream   comic   companies.   
They   introduced   a   more   literary   and   visually   refined   aesthetic   that   has   been   
hugely   influential   ever   since,   and   their   comic   book   work   includes   significant   
comics   titles   like    Watchmen ,    From   Hell ,    The   Sandman ,    V   for   Vendetta    and    Batman:   
The   Killing   Joke .   The   1980s   and   1990s   also   saw   the   development   of   the   North   
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American   alternative   comics   scene,   when   artists   like   Peter   Bagge,   Daniel   Clowes,   
Lynda   Barry,   Mary   Fleener   and   the   Hernandez   Brothers   (Jaime   &   Gilbert)   were   
published   by   independent   companies   like   Seattle’s   ‘Fantagraphics   Books’   and   
Canada’s   ‘Drawn   &   Quarterly’   with   the   same   aggressively   do-it-yourself   aesthetic   
as   the   punk   and   grunge   music   scenes.   All   of   these   artists   continue   to   produce   
work   today,   having   moved   into   graphic   novels   and   film   and   animation   projects.   
In   recent   years   there   have   been   a   number   of   female   cartoonists   emerging   like   
Marjane   Satrapi,   Julie   Doucet,   Phoebe   Gloeckner,   Debbie   Drechsler,   Kate   
Charlsworth   and   Kate   Beaton.   There   are   also   an   increasing   number   of   Black   &   
Mixed   Ethnic   creators   like   John   Lewis   and   Andrew   Aydin,   Christopher   Priest,   Ho   
Che   Anderson   and   Ta-Nehisi   Coates.   

Today   hundreds   of   comics   and   graphic   novels   are   published   every   week,   and   
literally   thousands   every   month.   Specialist   shops   can   be   found   in   most   cities   and   
many   small   towns,   and   most   are   available   to   order   and   buy   online   as   well.   As   
well   as   these,   increasingly,   webcomics   are   published   online,   with   all   sorts   of   story   
themes   and   visual   approaches.   These   are   then   sometimes   collected   and   printed   
as   book   collections   once   they   have   finished   being   published   online.   It   is   worth   
thinking   about   publishing   your   own   comics   online   and   testing   the   market   before   
you   approach   publishers   with   an   idea.   Most   comics   companies’   websites   have   
submission   guidelines   for   how   to   present   your   own   scripts   and   artwork.   

You   will   be   shown   examples   of   all   these   historical   and   current   formats   and   styles   
throughout   the   exercises   and   assignments   in   this   course   unit.   Research   points   
will   direct   you   to   appropriate   comics   and   graphic   novels   to   research   and   read.   
Due   to   the   nature   of   comics   and   graphic   novels,   these   recommendations   are   
much   faster   to   read   than   novels   or   textbooks,   and   so   quite   a   number   are   cited   
and   recommended.   You   do   not   need   to   read   them   all,   but   looking   at   them   to   get   
a   sense   of   their   narrative   and   visual   styles   will   help   hugely   to   develop   your   own   
personal   voice.   
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Research   Task:    The   History   of   Comics   

This   research   task   will   introduce   you   to   the   work   of   some   important   historical   
comic   creators.   Some   may   be   familiar,   and   others   may   be   new   to   you.   Their   
creators   worked   in   different   styles   and   in   a   range   of   formats,   from   newspaper   
strips   to   standard   American   comics   to   long-form   illustrated   children’s   books.   As   
with   all   the   books   to   research   in   this   unit,   the   original   publication   dates   are   given   
here,   but   you   will   find   most   have   been   reprinted   many   times   since   in   cheaper   
editions.     
Research   and   look   at   the   work   of   all   of   them   in   OCA   libraries   and   online:     

● Charles   M   Schulz   -   ‘ Peanuts ’   newspaper   comic   strip   (1950-2000)   
● Stan   Lee   &   Jack   Kirby–   superhero   comics    ‘The   Fantastic   Four ’   and   ‘ Thor ’   

(1960s)   
● Hergé–   ‘ The   Adventures   of   Tintin ’   series   of   22   books   (1946-1976)   
● Marjane   Satrapi–   ‘ Persepolis ’   (2000)   and   ‘ Embroideries ’   (2008)   graphic   novels     
● Winsor   McCay–   ‘ Little   Nemo   In   Slumberland’    newspaper   comic   strip   

(1905-1926)   

Make   some   notes   in   your   learning   log   on   each   artist’s   individual   style   and   
visual   approach,   considering   questions   like:   

● How   do   they   differ   in   terms   of   drawing   style,   page   layout   and   the   content   
of   the   stories?     

● Are   they   drawn   realistically,   or   more   like   children’s   drawings   or   cartoons?     

● Do   they   use   a   lot   of   black   spaces   or   shading,   or   are   they   drawn   in   clean   
lines?     

● What   about   the   way   they   are   written?   Is   the   story   told   in   dialogue,   or   in   
captions   that   describe   the   actions   and   motivations   of   the   characters?     

● When   are   they   set?     

● What   are   their   stories   about?   Are   they   political,   satirical,   or   fantastical?   

● What   kind   of   world   do   they   take   place   in?   Is   it   our   world,   or   an   imaginary   
world,   or   something   in-between?   
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[top   left]   Jack   Kirby   and   Joe   Simon,    Fighting   American   No.   3    (1954)   Headline   Publications.   
[top   right]    The   Adventures   of   Tintin:   Red   Rackham’s   Treasure    (1980)   ©   The   Advertising   

Archives.   
[bottom]   Charles   M   Schulz,    Peanuts    (1950-2000)   Bridgeman   Images.   
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Exercise   1:    Drawing   from   history   
Now   choose   one   of   the   artists   and   spend   a   day   making   a   drawing   based   on   
their   artwork.    Use   an   A3   piece   of   paper   or   card.     

You   could   work   from   one   of   your   own   photographs,   or   the   view   outside   your   
window,   or   a   photograph   from   a   newspaper   or   magazine.   The   important   thing   is   
that   you   find   the   image   or   view   interesting   to   draw.   Consider   how   your   chosen   
artist   draws,   whether   it   is   with   a   pen   or   brush,   and   the   style   they   draw   with.   For   
instance,   Hergé   drew    Tintin    with   what   is   known   as   a   ‘ligne   claire’   (meaning   ‘clear   
line’)   or   ‘dead   line’   style,   where   the   pen’s   line   thickness   does   not   get   thicker   or   
thinner,   whereas   Jack   Kirby’s   ink   line   varies   greatly   depending   on   what   is   being   
drawn   –   for   example,   a   line   delineating   a   leg   would   become   thicker   at   the   thigh  
part   of   the   leg   and   taper   to   a   thinner   line   down   to   the   ankle.   Try   to   make   your   
drawing   a   picture   of   the   whole   world   that   the   characters   inhabit,   so   draw   the   
people,   objects   and   a   landscape   or   ‘background’   in   your   chosen   artist’s   style.   

When   you   have   finished   your   drawing   upload   it   to   your   learning   log.   
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Project   2:    Panel-to-panel     
Comics   tell   stories.   Unlike   illustration,   where   ideas   or   information   are   
represented   visually   in   a   single   picture,   or   novels,   where   the   whole   story   is   
written   in   text,   comics   tell   stories   with   words   as   well   as   pictures.   Comic   stories   
are   a   series   of   picture   boxes,   or   panels,   and   these   run   in   sequence   to   build   up   a   
narrative.   However,   a   lot   of   the   story   takes   place   out   of   sight,   between   the  
panels,   and   it   is   up   to   the   reader   to   fill   in   these   gaps.   We   will   examine   these   ideas   
further   in   Part   Two   of   this   course,   but   it   is   important   to   understand   the   principle   
of   panel-to-panel   continuity   that   makes   comics   a   unique   narrative   form.   To   do   
this   we   can   begin   by   creating   a   two-picture   story.   

Illustrations   by   John   Tenniel,    Alice   Through   the   Looking-Glass    [Chapter   XI]   (1871)   
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Exercise   2:    Action   &   Reaction     
Draw   two   boxes   about   12cm   square   next   to   each   other   on   an   A4   sheet   of   
paper   or   card.    These   boxes   will   be   the   two   pictures   (or   ‘panels’)   of   a   very   short   
comic   strip.     

Now   think   about   an   event.    This   could   be   anything   from   painting   a   door,   or   
going   to   the   shops,   to   holding   a   political   rally.   The   important   thing   is   that   the   two   
pictures   show   the   beginning   and   the   end   of   an   event.   The   first   picture   can   set   the   
scene,   while   the   second   picture   should   show   the   aftermath   or   consequence   of   
the   event.   What   you   will   not   draw   is   the   middle   part   of   the   story   where   the   action   
occurred.   For   example,   if   it   is   a   door   being   painted,   the   first   picture   could   be   a   
drawing   of   a   person   in   clean   overalls   arranging   their   brushes   and   paints   outside   
the   house,   while   the   second   picture   could   be   a   drawing   of   the   gleaming   new   
painted   door   with   the   painter   standing   back   admiring   their   work   with   their   
overalls   now   covered   in   paint.   Or   maybe   in   the   second   picture   an   accident   has   
happened   and   the   painter   has   a   can   of   paint   over   their   head.   What   you   are   
depicting   is   known   in   comedy   terms   as   the   ‘ set-up ’   and   ‘ punchline ’,   where   the   
set-up   gives   the   audience   or   reader   all   of   the   information   they   need   to   
understand   the   punchline.   

Your   two-picture   story   doesn’t   need   to   be   in   the   same   mode   as   the   example.   
Your   story   can   be   atmospheric,   serious,   or   make   a   political   point,   but   between   
them   your   two   pictures   need   to   be   a   self-contained   narrative,   showing   the   
beginning   and   end   of   an   event.   The   core   of   the   story   takes   place   between   the   
two   pictures,   and   it   is   this   unseen   part   of   the   narrative   that   you   are   suggesting   to   
the   reader.   

Keep   any   notes   and   sketches   you   make   and,   once   you   have   finished   your   
two-picture   story   upload   all   these   to   your   learning   log.   Remember   to   spend   
some   time   reflecting   on   the   exercise,   what   you   have   learned   and   what   you   might   
have   done   differently.   
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Research   Task:    Before   &   After   

Below   are   three   historical   examples   of   this   simple   type   of   two-picture   story   
structure,   where   the   first   picture   sets   up   the   action   while   the   second   picture   
records   the   aftermath.     

English   School,    Before   and   after   the   election    (20th   century)   Elgar   Collection.   

Robert   Seymour,    Night   and   Morning    (1798-1836)   The   Stapleton   Collection.   
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English   School,   Front   Cover   of    'John   Bull'    (1955)   ©   The   Advertising   Archives.   
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Choose   one   example   to   analyse   and   make   notes   about   the   story   that   is   
being   told ,   asking   questions   like:   

● What   happened   between   the   first   and   the   second   pictures?   

● Was   it   an   event   that   took   place   over   time,   or   are   the   two   pictures   
‘symbolic’   of   something   bigger?   

● What   is   the   mood   or   atmosphere   of   the   story?   Is   it   meant   to   be   serious,   
funny,   scary,   political,   or   something   else?   
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Project   3:    The   Grid   
Whatever   the   narrative   or   visual   content   of   the   stories   you   want   to   tell,   all   comics   
use   a   form   of   structure   to   guide   the   reader   from   picture   to   picture.   This   structure   
is   dictated   by   the   type   of   story   and   therefore   can   be   many   different   shapes,   but   
the   structure   of   the   page   itself   is   called   a   ‘grid’.   The   grid   can   be   an   even   number   
of   panels,   or   it   can   vary.   Some   comics   keep   the   same   grid   structure   as   a   constant   
throughout   a   story   whereas   other   stories   change   the   grid   depending   on   the   
content   and   the   style   of   the   story.   For   example,   if   a   story   is   set   in   an   office   or   
factory,   perhaps   the   rhythm   of   the   story,   and   therefore   the   grid,   needs   to   be  
consistent   (‘regular’)   to   suggest   the   repetitiveness   or   tedium   of   the   job.   
Alternatively,   if   a   story   is   about   a   very   personal,   dreamlike   sequence   of   
occurrences,   then   the   story   may   require   grids   of   variously   sized   or   asymmetrical   
(‘irregular’)   panels   to   imitate   the   nature   of   the   experience.   This   is   the   key   to   
successful   comics;   that   the   story   drives   the   form   and   the   format,   and   not   the   
other   way   round.   

Before   you   begin   to   tell   a   story   you   also   need   to   know   the   range   of   grids   and   
formats   that   can   shape   and   structure   a   comic   narrative.   Here   are   just   some   
examples   of   ‘regular’   comics   grids:   

   FOUR   PANEL   GRID. SIX   PANEL   GRID. NINE   PANEL   GRID.   
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Exercise   3:    Drawing   a   Grid     
Take   an   A3   size   piece   of   cartridge   paper   or   card.     

● Divide   the   page   into   two   equal-sized   rectangular   boxes   by   drawing   two   
horizontal   lines   a   centimeter   apart   halfway   across   the   page.   You   have   now   
divided   the   page   into   two   pictures,   or   ‘panels’   (Pic   1).     

● Now   draw   two   lines   a   centimeter   apart   across   the   middle   of   the   page   
vertically.   You   have   now   divided   the   page   into   four   boxes,   or   panels,   and   
have   created   a   four-panel   grid   (Pic   2):   

Pic   1. Pic   2.   

Now   draw   two   more   lines   above   and   
below   your   central   horizontal   line,   
creating   an   8-panel   grid   like   this   
(left):   

Hold   onto   this   grid   template   page,   
you   will   be   using   it   in   the   next   
exercise.   
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Project   4:    The   Page   
Whereas   the   grid   is   the   formal   structure   or   format   of   the   comic   book,   the   ‘page’   
is   where   the   content   is   introduced   into   the   grid   to   create   the   story.   As   we   have   
seen,   a   page   is   comprised   of   ‘panels’,   which   are   the   building   blocks   of   comics.   A   
comics   page   can   be   any   number   of   panels,   and   it   can   also   be   one   part   of   a   longer   
comics   story.   Many   comic   writers   and   artists   break   their   story   down   to   what   is   
happening   within   a   group   of   pages,   or   even   what   is   happening   in   each   individual   
page   to   shape   their   story.   Panels   can   be   arranged   on   the   page   or   configured   in   
many   different   ways;   some   may   only   have   one   big   panel   on   the   first   page,   which   
is   known   as   a    ‘splash ’   page,   while   other   pages   may   have   a   huge   number   of   
panels   (the   record   is   a   staggering   66   panels!).   This   means   that   each   page   can  
have   its   own   rhythm,   pace   and   structure   within   the   larger   narrative.     

Here   are   some   examples   of   various   ‘irregular’   page   layouts:   

Beth   Dawson,   Panels   for   ‘ Play   To   Rehearse ’   comic   (2015)   Images   courtesy   of   the   author.   
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Exercise   4:    Filling   a   Page   
Take   the   8-panel   grid   of   A3   card   or   paper   you   drew   in   the   last   exercise:   

In   the   first   panel   draw   a   picture   of   a   place   you   know   well   and   want   to   visually   
document.   It   could   be   your   workplace,   or   a   friend’s   house,   local   shop,   church   or   
nearby   park.     

Now   visualize   the   place   in   your   mind   and   begin   to   walk   round   it   in   your   
head.     

Make   a   series   of   pencil   drawings   of   your   memories   of   the   place.    Try   to   
include   as   much   detail   as   you   can   remember.   It’s   not   important   that   the   
drawings   are   technically   perfect,   but   try   to   include   as   much   information   as   you   
can   recall.   If   the   building   is   a   school,   for   example,   the   first   panel   will   be   a   drawing   
of   the   school.   Now   can   you   visualize   where   the   assembly   hall   is,   where   the   
dinner   hall   or   classrooms   are.    Draw   these   spaces   as   well   as   you   can   from   
memory.    Are   there   chairs   outside   the   classroom   doors,   or   hooks   with   coats   
hanging   on   them?   Are   there   signs   on   the   walls,   and   are   the   floors   carpeted   or   
tiled?   It   is   almost   like   creating   a   computer   game   in   your   mind,   except   you   are   
using   your   memory   as   much   as   you   possibly   can.    You   could   also   write   sounds   
or   snatches   of   dialogue   you   might   hear   as   you   move   around   the   space.    Do   
birds   ‘cheep’,   or   can   you   hear   voices   from   a   distant   classroom?   How   would   you   
represent   these   sounds   or   speech?     

If   you   find   you   cannot   describe   the   whole   place   in   one   page,   you   can   continue   
onto   another   8-panel   page,   but   keep   the   exercise   to   2   pages   maximum.   
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Assignment   One:    You   Are   A   Character!   
This   first   assignment   is   to   introduce   yourself   to   your   tutor   and   give   them   the   
opportunity   to   get   to   know   more   about   you   and   your   artwork.   You   are   going   to   
make   a   self-portrait,   telling   your   tutor   about   yourself,   your   visual   interests,   the   
drawing   styles   you   enjoy   working   in,   and   maybe   some   ideas   of   what   you   would   
like   to   develop   in   the   course.   

Many   cartoonists   and   comics   artists   draw   self-portraits   of   themselves   at   their   
drawing   table   or   desk.   Artists   often   draw   themselves   in   the   same   style   as   their   
published   work,   and   often   surrounded   by   their   own   characters   or   creations.   In   
combining   their   style   with   a   portrait   of   themselves,   their   drawing   turns   them   into   
a   comic   character   themselves.     

To   see   some   examples   take   some   time   to   search   online   using   terms   like:   

● ‘Marvel   comic   artist   self-portrait’     
● ‘DC   comics   artist   self-portrait’   
● ‘Cartoonist   self-portrait’   
● ‘Underground   comics   artist   self-portrait’   

Make   a   note   of   any   you   find   interesting   or   like   the   style   of   and   document   these   in   
your   learning   log.  

[left]   H   M   Bateman,    To   wish   you   a   Happy   Christmas   and   a   very   Bright   New   Year    (1942)   ©   H   
M   Bateman   Designs.   Photo   ©   Chris   Beetles   Ltd.   

[right]   Benjamin   Rabier,    Self   portrait   at   work    (1901)   Bibliotheque   des   Arts   Decoratifs,   
Paris,   France.   
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When   you   have   finished   your   research,   write   a   short,   100-word   personal   
statement.    Begin   it:   

‘My   name   is   …   and   this   portrait   shows   me   with   images   of   my   interests.’     

Then   describe   some   of   these   characters   and   influences.   Now   translate   this   
description   into   a   picture   of   you   surrounded   by   what   you   have   described.   You   
could   draw   yourself   amongst   a   group   of   cartoon   animals   from   comics   from   your   
childhood,   or   as   a   member   of   ‘ The   Avengers ’   from   one   of   the   recent   Marvel   films,   
or   depict   members   of   your   family   as   comic-type   characters;   make   it   something   
that   shows   your   own   visual   interests,   drawing   style   or   personal   history.   

Your   artwork   can   be   in   any   form   and   size,   but   A3   will   be   the   size   of   many   
exercises   that   will   be   coming   up   on   the   course,   so   it   would   be   sensible   to   use   this   
size   for   this   assignment.   You   can   use   any   drawing   or   painting   materials,   or   
collage   images   together   with   scissors   and   glue,   or   compose   your   final   image   
digitally   on   a   computer.     

Keep   notes   to   accompany   the   making   of   this   comic   self-portrait   in   your   
learning   log.    These   notes   could   cover   why   you   decided   to   portray   yourself   how   
you   did,   what   you   included   and   even   what   you   omitted.   When   you   have   finished,   
photocopy   or   print   it   out   reduced   to   A4   size   to   see   how   it   works   as   a   reduced   
image.   

When   you   have   completed   the   assignment,   scan   or   photograph   your   work,   
learning   log   notes   and   sketchbook   pages   and   upload   them   to   your   blog.   You   can   
email   them   to   your   tutor   directly   but   it’s   much   better   for   the   development   of   
your   work   to   maintain   a   blog   that   you   can   update   as   your   work   develops   and   
improves.   

Remember   that   it   is   not   your   tutor’s   job   to   formally   assess   your   work   at   any   time,   
but   to   give   you   constructive   feedback   to   help   you   develop   your   skills.      
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